The Molecular Conformer Electron Topological (MCET) method was performed for the identification of the pharmacophore (Pha) group and predicting inhibitory activity of 42 flavonoid ligands on gamma-aminobutyric acid/benzodiazepine receptor complex (GABAA/BZR). In this method, Electron Topological Matrix (ETM) was used to visualize 3D structural descriptors. Multiple comparisons of ETM matrices for all flavonoid compounds allow us to define Pha-structure. Genetic algorithm (GA)-Partial Least-Squares (PLS) methods were performed to construct QSAR model and to select most important descriptors of the training set (32 compounds) and test set (10 compounds). The GA-PLS based model showed good results, q 2 = 0.808 and r 2 test = 0.775 with high internal and external validation. The developed model can help to understand the inhibitory mechanism.
INTRODUCTION
Flavonoids are widespread in nature, mainly in green plants 1 , and exert a protective effect against both UV light and microbial invasion by pathogens in plants.
2,3
Flavonoids 4 , which were first isolated from herbal plants and used as tranquilizers in folk medicine, have been shown to possess a selective and relatively mild affinity for the benzodiazepine binding site of γ-amino butyric acid type A receptors (GABA A Rs/BZRs).
5-7
This new family of natural products, along with various synthetic derivatives 8 , has an extremely potent anxiolytic effect which is not associated with myorelaxant, amnestic, or sedative actions. 9 Inhibition in the adult mammalian central nervous system (CNS) is mediated by GABA. The fast-inhibitory actions of GABA are mediated by GABA A Rs, which mediate both phasic and tonic inhibition in the brain.
10
QSAR of flavonoids for the inhibition of cAMP phosphodiesterase has been determined 11 and new inhibitors of xanthine oxidase have also been developed using a rational design approach. 12 3-dimensional quantitative structure-activity relationship (3D-QSAR) has been applied to explore the structural requisites of flavone derivatives.
13, 14 The methods and software used for 4D-QSAR model establishment and analysis (including descriptor calculation and selection, partial least-squares-PLS-analysis, and related software) have been described in our previous publication with MCET.
15, 16 Multiple complementary applications of 4D-QSAR paradigm 17 may be a good way to extend our knowledge and understanding of the SARs of flavonoids using this "quality for quantity" argument. The fourth "dimension" of the 4D-QSAR paradigm is ensemble sampling of the spatial features of the members of the training set. 17 This sampling process in turn enables the construction of optimized dynamic spatial 4D-QSAR models, in the form of 3D bioactive structure dependent on the structure and descriptors of the Pha.
18
Complementary to building 4D-QSAR models that embed 3D bioactive structure is the construction of highthroughput 4D fingerprint models for virtual screening. The 4D-QSAR paradigm has been successfully applied to a variety of chemical classes and biological interaction points. 19 Our study was focused on finding a 4D-QSAR model that able to predict the anti-benzodiazepine receptor activity of 42 flavonoid derivatives and even provides clues for mechanism of drug receptor interaction.
EXPERIMENTAL

Data Set
A series of flavonoids derivatives (42 compounds) with experimental biological activities was taken from the literature. 20 The sum of set molecules was randomly divided a training set (32 compounds) and test set (10 compounds) for confirming 4D-QSAR model. The activities of studied compounds are shown in Table 1 .
Quantum Chemical Calculations
The first step in developing a QSAR model is a numerical representation of the molecular descriptors for molecules. The minimum energy conformations of the molecular geometries of fullerenes were optimized with 3-21 G* Hartree-Fock method by SPARTAN ′08 (Wavefunction Inc., Irvine, CA, 2000).
21, 22 The ETM was constructed using the electronic and geometric features obtained from quantum-chemical calculations which information related to both the topological environment and the electronic character of each atom in a molecule. 23 The quantum chemical calculations were completed in water; conformers with less than 2 kcal mol -1 of relative energy were selected and saved as MolFiles. The MolFiles databases were transformed to Electron Topological Matrix (ETM) format using ETM Programmer (ETMP). 
ETM and Conformer Selection
The molecular structures under investigation were represented with many conformers. The number of all total calculated conformers for each molecule was reduced to one hundred. The most active conformers were selected, and the remaining conformers and the duplicate conformers were eliminated. If each corresponding distance between the atoms in the two conformers was less than the threshold (0.4 Å), then the higher energy conformation was rejected. 23 In most populated conformers those which provided an almost perfect fit were selected. The idea underlying 4D-QSAR analysis was related to differences in the Boltzmann average spatial distribution of conformers with respect to 3D pharmacophores. 24 The resulting activity is averaged over all the selected conformers of the molecule. Considering the Boltzmann population of each conformer, we obtained a mean value which contains the total of terms for all selected conformations as follows:
Where P i is the probability of a conformer, H i is the relative heat of the formation of the i th conformer with respect to the lowest energy conformer (J mol -1 ), R is the gas constant (8.314 J mol
), T is the temperature in Kelvin, and N is the total number of the selected conformers. ETM is 3D structural descriptors derived from 3D structure of the molecule and are electronic in nature. 23 A detailed description of ETM has been reported in previous publications.
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This contains all the information about the possible action of the molecule. Theoretically, nothing is better than a full electronic structure and topology, which represent molecular ability to interact with other systems. 
Identification of Pha and QSAR Model Generation
In the software, firstly, the Pha structure was extracted by comparing the ETMs of all the conformers with the template conformer, and then the descriptor set in the detailed positions was automatically created and visualized. It is possible to distinguish between the repulsive and attractive effects of the descriptors such as auxiliary groups (AG) and anti-pharmacophore shielding groups (APS). The Pha structure, and subsequently the AG and APS groups should be used for QSAR modeling. The lowest energy conformer of the lead molecule was selected as the template conformer, the starting-structure for the generation of bioactive structures. The MCET method was applied for the detection and interpretation of crucial interaction patterns. The advanced bioactive structure, consisting of the Pha, AG and APS, was defined from the generated models. A bioactive structure is a 3D description developed by specifying the distance (or bond length) and amount of electronic values in the ETM. It may be generated from the superposition of the active molecules by means of their common features. Given a set of active molecules, the 3D approximate model generation of the bioactive structure involves three steps: (1) comparing and matching the molecules to identify the key pharmacophore, (2) aligning threeordered atoms (based on Pha structure) to superimpose the remaining atoms, and (3) analyzing the various positions to define an AG and APS set, the independent variables.
In specific cases, the analysis of the group of active molecules shows that the Pha does not influence the activity quantity, and is a constant (A o ). The atoms forming the Pha are defined as a basic skeleton. In the presence of the Pha the activity of the molecule may be diminished (partially or completely) by APS which hinders its proper docking with the receptor, or it may be enhanced by AG which provides for other properties (e.g. hydrophobicity or electrostatic attraction between L-R). To determine the AG and APS descriptors, we had to examine the structures (conformations) of the superimposed molecules. Their influence could be used to parameterize the receptor points. This parameterization at the receptor was based on AG and APS described by the electronic and geometric values known from the ETM. We suggested a general scheme for quantitative evaluation to estimate their approximate role in the activity. The main idea (somewhat similar to that involved in Pha identification) was to describe each of them by means of structural and electronic parameters and to reveal their role using a minimization procedure, as is usually done in QSAR problems. Then by processing these descriptors for the training set in comparison with the activities and performing PLS, we obtained the adjustable constants that represent each of these parameters in the activity.
In general, there is not a priority division of the AG and APS in "shielding" and "enhancing" L-R binding, and only the final optimization of the parameter values shows the different kinds of AG and APS contribution. First, we took into account that their contribution reduced or enhanced L-R binding by an amount E which reduced (or increased) the activity by a factor of exp(-E/kT). We denoted S ni = E ni /kT and introduced the function S in a general way as follows:
Where a j ni are the independent variables that describe the j th kind of AG or APS in the i th conformation of n th molecule, N is the number of expected interactions in spite of the different position of scaffold, and κ j indicates variational parameters (adjustable constant) relative to the interaction point of the receptor. The interaction points were selected from positions of the lowest energy conformers of the most and least active molecule. L-R cross-term descriptors in the positions were also considered, which could be helpful in the identification of AG and APS interactions in determining variation of activity. The interaction between L-R was defined by multiplying the descriptors capturing the properties of the ligand with the descriptors of the receptor and was given by Eq. (2). The magnitude of the individual weighting coefficients within the parameters indicates the relative importance of AG and APS in each position when determining activity. Thus, specific regions in the threedimensional space, where AG and APS interactions were important, could be identified by superposition, and plotted to derive the pharmacophoric receptor maps. Using this function and taking into account the Boltzmann population of each conformation as a function of its energy and temperature T, we obtained the following general formula of activity: A 0 was a constant (see below), and for the n th molecule, m n and m n Pha were the numbers of the selected conformations and the conformations possessing a Pha (Table 1) , respectively.
In this formula, the S ni value for conformations that have a Pha contributed to the activity, and these contributions were weighted in accordance with the relative numbers of conformations in the active molecules. These numbers decreased rapidly with the energy of the conformation E ni (at E ni ~ 2 kcal mol -1 the number of conformations became lower than a 0.02 part of those in the lowest conformation at E n0 = 0). In the next section we describe how we handled the multi-conformation problem. To determine the A 0 constant, we chose a reference molecule (l) from the training set for which the activity was known and calculated A l after Eq. (3) by determining A 0 from this equation and substituting it in Eq. (3), we obtained:
Using the experimental data for the activities of the molecules in the training set, we estimated the adjustable constants κ j in Eq. (2) by performing a least-squares minimization operation on the function |A n pred -A n exp | 2 . With the constants κ j determined in this way, we could evaluate the expected activity of any molecular system using Eq. (5). In this formula, only the choice of the a ni (j) independent variable remained uncertain. It required some experience and skill. Bersuker and co-workers have shown how to handle the multiconformation problem successfully by using electron-conformational (EC) method.
32-34
In comparison with the EC method, the MCET method automatically took into account a set of 3D structural descriptors for all compounds in the training set. This had a significant role for a method that considers the L-R binding, consisting of a large number of positions of the different conformers. By simultaneously solving the rather complex problem of NLME, we demonstrated that the κ j constant parameters for all the compounds in the training set could be defined. To do this we have presented an improved MCET method and shown its application to the problem of the binding affinities of flavonoids. As we have previously how to employ the MCET method in an earlier paper, we have not repeated it again here.
16
We applied the variable selection method based on multi-objective GA to the flavonoids data and constructed the nonlinear QSAR model using Eq. (5) of NLME. The best QSAR model was selected according to the correlation coefficient R 2 and the Leave-One-Out Cross Validation (LOO-CV) correlation coefficient Q 2 . The obtained results were accurate and interpretable.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The chemical structures of 42 flavonoids given in Table 1 were chosen from the literature. 20 In the MCET method, all the conformers" ETMs were compared with that of the template conformer to define Pha structure firstly, then the molecular activities were computed through 3D structural descriptors, which were analyzed using PLS regression in combination with GA. Both ETMP for transforming the data and MCET for computing the activity were written by us in C#. Electron Topological Sub-Matrix (ETSM) representing the Pha structure were given in bold letters in Figure 1 .
Using cluster analysis, the molecules were first divided into two subsets: one training set composed of 32 molecules, and one external test set (marked as *) composed of 10 molecules (N05, 06, 07, 10, 20, 22, 32,  34, 36, 38) . The test set molecules were not included in 4D-QSAR model development but rather employed to analyze predictive performance. The size of the test set comprised about 22% of the whole set, ensuring that the test set contained representative samples of the training group.
Pha structures were created by combining four to six atoms in the template conformer, which was the lowest energy conformer of the N01 reference molecule. In the Pha hypotheses scoring process, each Pha and its associated bioactive structure were treated temporarily as a reference in order to assign a score, and the hypotheses were ranked according to the following scores: 1) the alignment score of Pha atoms, 2) the superimposed score of oriented atoms related to Pha 3) a superposition score consisting of Pha, AG and APS. After analysis of the alignment Pha structure in the training set, the hypothesis was generated, and then the best hypothesis consisting of 3D structural descriptors determined by the relative arrangement according to Pha structure was selected for further research. The active molecules were employed to generate regression models utilizing the GA. According to the GA, all Pha hypotheses produced in the previous step were used to build the 4D-QSAR models. The 4D-QSAR model for binding affinity in the training set was constructed with the LOO-CV technique from the superposition, and then the predictive power of this model was validated by the test set molecules. For the interpretation of the results, only the relative magnitudes and signs of 3D structural descriptors at the ligand are important, not their absolute values. The degree of increase or decrease in binding affinity is strongly dependent on the values of descriptors. We studied the global structure (backbone-traces) as well as the local structure (binding sites) by comparing pair-wise the related atoms. Potentials created by atoms of the receptor and the ligand were computed on each point of the interaction interface. The number of interaction points in the ligand and receptor were considered as measures of the complexity of the system. The adjustable constants with related to points in the binding site were calculated by Eq. (5) using values of the ligand atoms. For a molecule, a set of descriptors was obtained by computing the interaction energy between each surface point from the virtual receptor and the atoms in the molecule. A Pha structure consisting of four atoms stabilized the L-R complex. In the Pha structure which was depicted in Figure 2 , O1 and O2 atoms made hydrogen bonds with the receptor and the other two carbon atoms made hydrophobic bonds. The two O atoms were essential for BzR site binding affinities together with other two C atoms on Pha structure. The five descriptors shown in Figure 2 were based on simple statistics. We marked these positions with letters (a, b, c, etc.) as given in Table 2 . 4D-QSAR visualization was indicated by regions of Pha structure and favorable and unfavorable descriptors of AG and APS for binding affinity, respectively.
The values of κ j , the receptor binding parameters , were the adjustable constants corresponding to the j th positions given in Table 2 . The positions were properly determined by the dihedral angle, angle and distance according to the first 3 atoms (O1, C8 and C12) of the Pha. One can describe the distance between 2 atoms, the angle among 3 atoms and the dihedral angle among 4 atoms. As could be seen in Table 2 , for instance, the distance between the C13 atom and O1 in N32 molecule was 2.71 Å; in the same orientation in atomic order the angle among C13-O1-C8 was about 66.72 degrees and the dihedral angle among C13-O1-C8-C12 was 42.61 degrees, where the Pha atoms were shown as underlined.
The quantitative explanation of the binding affinity is impossible due to the cooperative effects of the interacting points. It is appropriate to explain each interaction by discarding the relationships among different types of interaction. Since quantitative explanation required all the interactions of the model in Eq. (5), qualitative analysis was done for each interaction. The qualitative analysis occurred when the simple treatment effect in at least one position had a different sign or magnitude from that in other positions: this interaction was important. Only qualitative interpretation of the data obtained from the lowest energy conformers seemed to be easy because their effect on activity was greater. Therefore, the use of descriptors for only these conformers might be appropriate.
In this study, the atomic charge was used as a descriptor. Systematic studies on the influence of descriptors in various positions in Table 3 revealed the introduction of their sign and magnitude change activity. Discussing the magnitude and sign of the different charge at each position, we could qualitatively interpret the effect of a-, b-, c-descriptors on the predicted binding affinities in the following text.
To show the effect of charge exchange in the a-and b-positions of the interaction points, the instances of the molecules N01, N10, N29, N30 and N40 in Table 3 , in which the first of the two conformers included a-and bpositions, were taken. Although atomic charge values in b-position were almost constant, the difference of those in a-position helped us to interpret its effect on the activity. A smaller negative value of the charges in aposition correlated with a lower activity value for the molecules. The correlation between the charge values in a-position and activities is due to the negative interaction between L-R. The higher magnitude of negative charge in N01 and N40 (-0.573 and -0.568 au, respectively) dramatically decreased the activity more than in N10, N29 and N30 (-0.204, -0.218 and -0.230 au). This result indicates that the negative charge in the a-position of the ligands interacts with the negative charge on the corresponding receptor site. Hence, an atom of negative charge in a-position for any ligand would act as APS with this point of receptor, and leads to the negative interaction.
With regards to b-position, there is no a clear clue in Table 3 since there was no ligand possessing only bposition, and since the charge value in the b-position for the aforementioned molecules was not changed. However, we could interpret the effect of b-position by comparing the values of κ j in Table 2 . The negative charges of conformers in a-position had a negative interaction with the negative value (-0.354) of κ j , and Table 3 . Exp. and pred. binding affinities, relative energy and structural properties of molecules N01, N10, N29, N30 and N40, which had two conformers of a-and b-position worked as an APS group. In the same way, the negative charge in b-position acts as an AG group with the positive value (0.116) of κ j . In this case, the higher negative charge in b-position had more effect for AG group. As for N17-N20, they also had substituents in cposition together with a-and b-positions at their lowest energy conformer. Likewise, their second conformers did not contain an atom in any positions like N01, N10, N29, N30 and N40. Furthermore, the addition of negative charge in c-position of ligands N17 and N18 reduced activity; on the other hand, the addition of positive charge in ligands N19 and N20 enhanced activity. The activity of ligands N19 and N20 was the much more potent than that of ligands N17 and N18 due to the change in charge from negative to positive in c-position. The negative charge in c-position may have been responsible for their lower binding affinities.
To explain of charge effect in d-position there was no districted molecule. We could interpret it as for the bposition by looking at the value of κ j . The interaction of the negative value (-0.256) of κ d with positive charges of conformers in d-position enhanced activity, and acted as an AG group.
For the e-position in which only ligand N39 had a substituent, the activity was decreased dramatically to 4.98 with a κ e value of -17.622. The big change in interaction shows that there might be steric hindrance between the large size of groups within receptor and groups crowded around the C18-atom at N39. The repulsion in e-position between the receptor and ligand may occur.
This method also aided in understanding the structure-activity relationship revealed by 4D-QSAR. After a series of hierarchical filters in the MCET was systematically used to search for possible locations of the ligand in the active-site region, the study was applied to show the functional group effects. The molecules were analyzed with the binding sites to study the possible binding mode. The resultant activity revealed that a total of five functional groups were formed together with a Pha structure. The negative charges in a-, c-and dpositions of the ligand destabilized the L-R complex due to the negative interaction; on the other hand, the positive interaction in the b-position stabilized it. In addition, the active site of the receptor may be surrounded by some groups of carbon atoms in the e-position. The statistical parameters associated in the generated QSAR model are as follows: leave-one-out q 2 = 0.808 (for internal validation), and predictive r 2 = 0.775 (for external validation). These values indicated a high degree of confidence. The regression scheme of the observed and predicted activities was shown in Figure 3 . The predicted activities of the training and test set molecules were also listed in Table 4 . The MCET method has been shown to be both useful and reliable for the construction of 4D QSAR models with a 3D bioactive structure. 
Mol
CONCLUSIONS
The MCET method used in this work is related to the class of ligand-based approaches in drug design. Considering the properties of a ligand rather than its biological target (biological receptor), such methods are especially useful for the prediction of activity when the structure of the receptor is unknown. As the main part of this work, we have constructed a model showing the interaction between the receptor and the Pha, AG and APS groups in the multiple conformers of the ligand.
In summary, for a series of flavonoids, a significant 4D-QSAR model was applied to 32 ligands in the training set and validated with satisfactory predictions with 10 ligands in the test set. The results of the model suggest that a Pha structure consisting of four atoms is required for the activity, depending on the interactions of the 3D structural identifiers. In addition, the model shows the contribution of the different AG and APS values of each ligand conformer to activity. Furthermore, it is explained how the AG and APS atoms have influence in which positions due to the alignment of the Pha structure in the model. It has been shown how the activity of flavone derivatives can be influenced by positive (AG) or negative (APS) interactions in the defined positions. The present study provided useful guidelines through 3D structural identifiers to develop flavone derivatives as potent active molecules in ligandbased drug design approaches.
